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Emergence of nonuniform V-states by synchronization
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It is shown that a family of nonuniform,m-fold symmetric rotating vortex structures in two
dimensions~nonuniformV-states! can emerge in both free and bounded space by subjecting an
axisymmetric vortex with a sharp vorticity edge to external rotation and weak strain of appropriate
symmetry. The phenomenon is due to nonlinear synchronization~autoresonance! in the system, as
the vorticity distribution of the vortex structure self-adjusts to phase lock with slowly varying
external rotation. The synchronization is induced by passage through resonance with the isolated
eigenmode of the linearized problem, provided the external strain rate is above a threshold.
Synchronized,m52 nonuniformV-states remain stable after the external strain is switched off. Free
m53 and 4 states, in contrast, are destroyed via three-wave decay at later times. The negative
feedback approach is proposed to stabilize this instability. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1497373#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inviscid, vorticity dominated two-dimensional flows o
ten serve as an approximation to physical flows in the atm
sphere, oceans, and plasmas. Several types of stable,
preserving coherent vortex structures are known within
approximation. Classical examples are the monopole, i.e
single-signed axisymmetric vorticity distribution and the d
pole consisting of two adjacent counter-rotating vortices.
the quest for different stable coherent vortex equilibria
two-dimensional Euler equations continued over the ye
several other nontrivial examples were found. Shape pres
ing V-states of Deem and Zabusky1 comprise one such ex
ample. TheV-states arem-fold symmetric generalizations o
the classical elliptic vortex.2 The boundary of theseuniform
vortex patches is described by an integrodifferen
equation,3 yielding, for eachm, a family of rotating solutions
depending on a single parameter~say, the rotation frequenc
of the patch!. Numerical studies1 of V-states via contour dy
namics ~CD! showed that the vortex boundary remain
stable with the decrease of its rotation frequency, unti
transformed into a curvilinear polygon with included ang
of p/2.4 No V-states existed beyond this stage.

The stability of uniformV-states was guaranteed fo
small perturbations of the vortex boundary. Larger pertur
tions lead to filamentation instability,1 so direct realization of
the V-states is difficult and requires accurate adjustmen
nontrivial initial conditions. However, recently propose
nonlinear synchronization~autoresonance! approach5 has a
potential for easing the realization of theV-states. The ap-
proach is based on starting from atrivial ~circular! vortex
patch and capturing it into resonance with a weak, oscillat
external flow of appropriate azimuthal symmetry. The ca
ture is followed by adiabatic deformation of the vorte
boundary and emergence of a growing amplitudeV-state, as
3071070-6631/2002/14(9)/3074/13/$19.00
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the vortex rotation frequency follows the decreasing f
quency of the perturbing flow. This automatic phase lock
in the driven vortex system comprised an example of a u
versal nonlinear synchronization phenomenon, leading to
herent pattern formation in different fields of physics. Cr
ation of orbital ellipticity in early dynamics of the sola
system,6 excitation of the diocotron mode in pure electro
plasmas,7 and emergence of quasisolitons in extend
systems8 are other recent examples of this phenomenon.

The present work is devoted to formation and control
nonuniform V-states. We shall show that, by starting from
axisymmetric vortex monopole with a sharp vorticity ed
and subjecting it to a steady,m-fold symmetricperturbing
flow in combination with a slowly varying external rotation
one can create a family of shape and vorticity distributi
preserving nonuniformV-states in both free and bounded 2
space regions. Our work is a generalization of the appro
used in generating uniformV-states.5 It also relates to recen
studies of inviscid 2D vorticity symmetrization. There exist
number of earlier investigations,9 suggesting that vortices
tend to become axisymmetric via cascading filamentat
mechanism. On the other hand, stableuniform V-states com-
prise a nonaxisymmetric counter-example. Other such
amples are known for a system of superimposed ellip
vortices.10 A recent study by Dritchel,11 associates the sym
metrization problem to the steepness of vorticity distributi
gradients and shows, through CD simulations, that vorti
with sufficiently steep edges can remain nonaxisymme
indefinitely. This conclusion is supported by recent analy
of Schecteret al.,12 who studied relaxation ofm52-type
vorticity perturbations induced by a fast external impuls
The impulse created a broad spectrum of modes, with ex
nential decay of asymmetry in the initial relaxation stag
This inviscid damping of asymmetry was attributed to line
mixing of modes, and described in terms of the spectrum
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3075Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 9, September 2002 Emergence of nonuniform V-states by synchronization
eigenvalues of linearly perturbed problem.12 The spectrum
had only a continuum of modes for distributions with
extended tail. In contrast, there also was adiscrete~Kelvin!
mode for initial vorticity distributions having a sharp edg
In this case, beyond the initial exponential asymmetry rel
ation stage, stable nonaxisymmetric states were observe
simulations and experiments,12 effect attributed to nonlinea
self-trapping phenomenon.

The formation of similar nonaxisymmetric vorticit
equilibria is the main goal of the present study. Howev
instead of using a fast and relatively large impulse, creatin
broad spectrum of modes,12 we shall excite and control a
single, finite amplitude Kelvin-type mode by applying
weakperturbing flow andpassing through resonancein the
system. The method is based on intrinsically nonlinear, p
sistent synchronization phenomenon, where the exc
mode is continuously phase locked with slowly varying e
ternal rotation. The external strain, in this excitation proce
can be as weak as desired, provided one decreases the s
rate of the external rotation frequency accordingly. We sh
see that the amplitude of the azimuthal deformation of
vortex due to synchronization is mostly defined by how
the external rotation frequency is swept away from the lin
resonance. On the other hand, this amplitude will be alm
independent of the external strain rate. Therefore, our n
axisymmetric mode will be near a solution of the unstrain
problem at all excitation stages, in contrast to deformati
emerging by using other methods. We shall develop
theory for a piecewise constant, initially axisymmetric vo
ticity distribution representing radially discretized version
a continuous distribution with a sharp edge. Multiconto
dynamics simulations are appropriate in this case. Increa
the number of discretization points brings us closer to a c
tinuous distribution, while, in the opposite limit, single- o
two-point cases correspond to resonantly driven vortex pa
or vortex-inside-vortex problems.

The scope of the paper will be as follows. Section II w
present results of our contour dynamics simulations, illust
ing a variety of nonuniformV-states emerging via nonlinea
synchronization. We shall also illustrate a number of p
nomena associated with this excitation mechanism, suc
the threshold for synchronization and effects of bound
conditions and different time dependences of external r
tion frequency. In the process of synchronized evolution
scribed above, we shall excite weakly nonlinear quasinor
modes of the system, having adiabatically varying am
tudes and frequencies. Therefore, in Sec. III, we shall
velop a perturbation theory dealing with this adiabatic pro
lem. This step in the theory is equivalent to transition fro
description via normal modes to WKB~eikonal! approxima-
tion in wave physics. To lowest order in this approximati
one obtains equations similar to those for normal modes,
having explicitly time dependent parameters. We shall
duce such a lowest order, weakly nonlinear system of eq
tions describing synchronization and control of nonunifo
vorticity distributions in Sec. III. In the same section, w
shall also test the consistency of our approach by show
that the next order correction in our ‘‘eikonal’’ approxima
tion is small. Solutions of the reduced, lowest order pha
Downloaded 08 Sep 2005 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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amplitude equations describing quasi-Kelvin modes~slowly
varying nonuniformV-states! in the system and the problem
of thresholds for entering nonlinear driven vortex synchro
zation stage will be discussed in Sec. IV. The issue of sta
ity of the V-states with respect to perturbations of differe
azimuthal symmetry will be dealt with in Sec. V. Finally
Sec. VI presents our conclusions.

II. SYNCHRONIZED NONUNIFORM V-STATES VIA
CONTOUR DYNAMICS

We proceed from numerical illustrations of our approa
to formation of nonuniformV-states. Our initial equilibrium
is an axisymmetric, monotonically decreasing radial vortic
distribution v(r ).0 on a compact support@vmax<v(r)
,vmin , for 0<r<r max and v(r )50, for r .r max#. We dis-
cretize this distribution and represent it byN centered circu-
lar vortices having radiian (0,a1,a2,¯,aN5r max) and
constant vorticitiesv15 1

2@vmax2v(a2)#, vn5 1
2@v(an21)

2v(an11)#, n52,̄ ,N21, and vN5 1
2@v(aN21)

1v(aN)#. We subject this vortex pack to external strain a
rotation of form

ẋ5]cext/]y1V~ t !y, ẏ52]cext/]x2V~ t !x. ~1!

Here (̄ )5d(¯)/dt and the stream function, in polar co
ordinates, is

cext5eR2~r /R!m cos~mw!. ~2!

The external rotation was in the direction opposite to that
the free vortex~i.e., V.0! and its frequency depended o
time, while e was constant, but small enough to view th
strain contribution to vortex dynamics as a perturbatio
Such perturbing flows can be realized in experiments.
deed, any azimuthally asymmetric, stream function p
scribed on a cylindrical boundary of radiusR.r max gener-
ates, inside the cylinder, a linear superposition of stre
functions of type ~2! with different m. Only nm8(n
51,2, . . . ) components will be present in this superpositi
if the boundary conditions will havem8-fold azimuthal sym-
metry. We shall study resonant effects associated withn51
component of such a perturbing flow. Then, the effect on
.1 terms on our vortex dynamics can be neglected si
these terms are nonresonant and small compared ton51, if
r max/R!1.

Figures 1~b!–1~d! show m52, 3, and 4 multicontour
states excited in our CD simulations. All these sta
emerged by starting from thesame five uniform vortex
patches having contours shown in Fig. 1, representing a
cretized version of the vorticity distribution of form11

v~r !5H v0@12k~r /r max!
2#, 0<r<r max,

0, r .r max,
~3!

where parameterk50.6 and radii an50.2nrmax, n
51, . . . ,5. Theexternal rotation frequency varied linear
in time, V(t)5V02at, and, for eachm, slowly passed
through frequency V0 of the corresponding linea
discretemode of the undriven system~see the next section
explaining our choice ofV0!. We used dimensionles
time t ~v0t in previous notations! in our calculations and
license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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viewedx, y, r, an , e, a, V, V0 ~andvn in the following! as
dimensionless and representingx/r max, y/r max, r /r max,
an /r max, e/v0 , a/v0

2, V/v0 , V0 /v0 ~and vn /v0! previ-
ously. The dimensionlessV, V0 , andvn were all ofO(1),
while e, a!1. Therefore, the external strain acted as a p
turbation and the external rotation frequency varied adiab
cally. This adiabaticity yielded another slow time scalea21/2

in the problem, so we presented our results as function
slow timet5(ma)1/2t. The starting time in all our simula
tions wast5t05210. We used dimensionless adiabatic
and strain rate parametersma5 1

931024 and m
5me(r max/R)m225331024 for all m. Note thata/m!1 in
our calculations, so the strain parameter was always the
est of the two small parameters in the problem. The dim
sionless resonant frequencies~see Sec. IV! were V0

50.201, 0.258, and 0.284 form52, 3, and 4, respectively
Finally, we switched off the external strain and held the
tation frequency constant att.t1 beyond the resonance~t1

was 9.0, 5.0, and 1.6 form52, 3, and 4, respectively!. The
form of the boundaries of individual vortices in the vorte
packs for differentm at these values oft1 are shown in Figs.
1~b!–1~d!.

Additional details from our simulations in them52 case
are shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. Figure 2~a! shows the time
evolution of the deformation amplitudes@defined asdn

5 1
2(r n max2rn min)# of the boundaries of the outer four vort

ces comprising the vortex pack (n52,3,4,5), while Fig. 2~b!,
shows the inclination anglesun of individual contours in the
multicontour state, defined as the angular coordinates of
maximum radiusr max of each patch in the sectoruwu,p/m
in the rest frame. One can see excitation of a nonunifo
multicontour structure, with monotonically increasingdn be-
yond the linear resonance. One can also see in Fig. 2~b! that
all inclinations are nearly the same, so the vortices in
pack are mutually phase locked at all times. In addition,
whole pack is phased locked nearu'0, for t1.t.0 with

FIG. 1. NonuniformV-states of different symmetry.~a! Initial axisymmetric
vorticity distribution; ~b! m52; ~c! m53; ~d! m54. These V-states
emerged by passage through resonance and synchronization by starting
the same vorticity distribution shown in~a!.
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the external rotation, as it self-adjusts its angular velocity
synchronize~stay in resonance! despite variation of the rota
tion frequency. As described above, the external strain
the variation of the external rotation were turned off in t
figure att159. Beyond this time~see dashed lines in Fig. 2!,
the resulting state preserved its form@shown in Fig. 1~b!#,
i.e., all dn remained constant and the pack rotated uniform
@see Fig. 2~b!# for at least 300 rotation periods of a fre
vortex state. Deviations were observed at some later ti
but this time could be always increased by increasing
accuracy of the simulations. Thus, we attributed these de
tions to numerical instabilities. We used a standard C
algorithm13,14 and tested the accuracy by both increasing
number of points on the contour and decreasing the inte
tion time step. If the straining flow was left present beyo
t1 , and the decrease of the external rotation frequency c
tinued ~we show this case in Fig. 2 by full lines ending
t'12.5!, the outer vortex was driven into curvilinear poly
gon stage with including angles ofp/2. Soon after we ob-
served development of filaments, dispersing the corner
the vortex, destructing synchronization, and destroying
coherent state. The circles in Fig. 2 represent the result
calculations obtained by using our reduced theory@solutions
of Eqs.~35! and ~36! in Sec. IV# and we see a good agree
ment with the simulation results.

We have performed simulations similar to those sho
in Fig. 2 for m53, 4, and 5 finding both similarities an
remarkable differences as compared to them52 case. First
of all, the maximum excitation amplitude of the cohere
~phase-locked! state prior to filamentation was different fo
differentm and initial vorticity distributions. Figure 3 show
these maximum valuesdmax obtained numerically for the

rom

FIG. 2. The excitation ofm52 multicontourV-state by passage throug
resonance.~a! Deformation amplitudes of the four outer contours,n
52,3,4,5; ~b! inclinations of the contours. All inclinations are nearly th
same, individual vortices are mutually phase locked. The solid lines: c
tinuing linear sweep of external rotation frequency. The multicontour s
in this case is phase locked with the rotation, until filamentation instability
t512.5. The dashed lines represent the straining flow and variation of
ternal rotation frequency are switched off beyondt59. Uniformly rotating,
free nonuniformV-state is stable in this case.~s! calculations using reduced
theory.
license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3077Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 9, September 2002 Emergence of nonuniform V-states by synchronization
outer vortex (n55) in the pack. Our second observation w
the instability of free nonuniformm.2 V-states emerging
by synchronization. We illustrate this effect in Fig. 4, sho
ing results of our simulations form53 case for deformation
amplitudes of then55 and 3 vortices in the pack. The re
maining patches in the pack evolved similarly. The curves~a!
in the figure represent the case of continuing presence o
external strain and continuing linear sweep of the exter
rotation. TheV-state in this case is destroyed by filamen
tion instability att'7. In contrast to~a!, curves~b! and~c! in
the figure represent cases, when the external strain and
ternal rotation sweep were turned off att53.3 and 0.5, re-

FIG. 3. The largest excitation amplitudes of the outer (n55) vorticity con-
tour of nonuniformV-states emerging by passage through resonance
linear sweep of the external rotation frequency and different initial vortic
distributions.~s! k50 ~this case corresponds to a single uniform patch!; ~* !
k50.6; ~n! k51.0.

FIG. 4. The evolution of deformation amplitudes ofn55 andn53 con-
tours of m53 V-state. Remaining contours evolve similarly. Curves~a!
Continuing linear sweep of the external rotation frequency;~b! the straining
flow and variation of external rotation frequency are switched off beyo
t53.3; ~c! the strain and variation of external rotation are switched
beyondt50.5. Freem53 nonuniform states are unstable, in contrast tom
52 case. The instability destroys larger amplitudeV-states first.
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spectively. We see evolution of freeV-states of two different
amplitudes and, in contrast tom52 case, observe instability
destroying these nonuniform states at longer times~still the
free V-states are well preserved for at least 60 rotations
the free vortex!. We shall discuss this instability and sugge
a method of stabilization in Sec. V, allowing creation a
long time control ofV-states form.2 via synchronization
approach.

Additional important feature characteristic of adiaba
synchronization discussed above was the existence o
thresholdm th on the strain rate parameter for continuin
phase locking by passage through resonance. This phen
enon is illustrated in Fig. 5, showing the dependence of
largest deformation amplitude of the outer contour in t
V-state on the strain rate parameterm in m52 case for two
different external rotation sweep ratesa5(1/9,2/9)31024.
We used vorticity distribution withk50.6 in these calcula-
tions. We found that the threshold was very sharp and be
the threshold the phase locking with the external rotat
discontinued fort.0, while the amplitude saturated at va
ues below the filamentation level. We shall discuss t
threshold phenomenon in more detail in Sec. IV.

The linear sweepV(t)5Vm02(a/m)1/2t of the exter-
nal rotation frequency in all our examples above was
choice, easing theoretical modelling in the following. Non
theless, this linear dependence ofV~t! was not a necessity
for emergence and control of resonantly trapped nonunifo
V-states. After the trapping, one could vary the external f
quency as desired without losing the phase locking, as l
as the variation ofV~t! was sufficiently slow. In contrast to
other methods of excitation of nonaxisymmetric vortex d
formations ~e.g., Ref. 12!, we could also return to nearly
original axisymmetric state by simply reversing the directi
of variation of V. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, showing the
evolution of the five vortex pack in them52 case, for the

y

d
f

FIG. 5. The threshold phenomenon. The dependence of the largest d
mation amplitudedmax of the outer (n55) contour on the strain rate param
eter inm52, k50.6 case for two different external rotation sweep ratesa
5(1/9,2/9)31024. Below the threshold, the phase locking with the extern
rotation discontinues att.0 and deformation amplitude saturates much b
low the filamentation level.
license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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same initial conditions and parameters as in Fig. 2, using
linear dependence ofV(t)5Vm02(a/m)1/2t for t,0, but
oscillating the external rotation frequency asV(t)5Vm0

2(a/m)1/2(T/2p)sin(2pt/T), T520 for t.0. Two stages of
stable excitations and de-excitations of theV-state can be
seen in Fig. 6 during successive oscillation periods ofV~t!.
We note that at all evolution stages, the patches in the vo
pack are mutually phase locked~have nearly the same incli
nations! and the whole pack is continuously phase-lock
with the external rotation despite the variation of the para
eters of the system. The circles in this figure represent
results obtained by using our reduced theory~see Sec. IV!,
again showing excellent agreement with simulations.

The last illustration in this section, Fig. 7, tests our a
sumption of the absence of boundaries in exciting nonu
form V-states. The boundaries are important in many n
neutral plasma applications, where, typically, one confi
the plasma inside a grounded cylindrical wall, defining t
electric potential~the analog of the stream function in flui
applications! inside the cylinder. Figure 7 shows examples
m51, 2, and 3 states in a bounded region with the stre
functions vanishing on a circle~the dashed lines in the fig
ure!. We applied again the synchronization approach in g
erating all these examples, started from the same initial
ticity distribution as in Fig. 1, used external strains havi
appropriate azimuthal symmetries, and swept the externa
tation frequency linearly. The parameters in these calc
tions were m52.531023, 3.631024, 3.631024, a5 1

5

31024, 1
1831024, 1

2731024, and dimensionless radius o
the boundaryRb53.2, 1.4, 1.1 form51,2,3, respectively.
The m51 case in the figure is particularly interesting.
exists in its rotating form in the bounded case only. T
reason for the rotation of this vortex along the boundary
interaction with its image charge. In pure electron plasm
this state corresponds tom51 diocotron mode, which ha
been studied recently in the context of the nonlinear synch
nization approach.7 For otherm, uniformly rotatingV-states

FIG. 6. Two successive excitation and de-excitation stages~solid lines! of
m52 V-state~k50.6 case! for oscillating external rotation frequency.~a!
Amplitudes; ~b! inclinations. The vortices are phase-locked both mutua
and with the external rotation.~s! Calculations using reduced theory.
Downloaded 08 Sep 2005 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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shown in Fig. 7 remained synchronized, until driven in
stage destructed by filamentation~the structures shown in th
figure are those just prior to this stage!. All these examples
lead to an important conclusion that synchronization
proach to excitation of nonaxisymmetric vortices works a
in the presence of a boundary. We shall not discuss boun
V-states in more detail in this work, leaving the resu
shown in the figure as illustrations of possible uses of re
nant capture and adiabatic control method. The follow
presentation will focus on vortices in free space only. T
next section introduces our reduced theory of excitation
such nonuniformV-states by synchronization.

III. REDUCED MULTICONTOUR SYSTEM

This section presents our formal approach to study
excitation of synchronized, nonuniformV-states. We proceed
from the simplest problem of aV-state composed of two
centered vortex patches, initially having circular forms~radii
a1,a2! and constant vorticitiesv1,2. The boundaries of the
vortices are written in polar coordinates3

r n5pn1dn cos~mwn!1hndn
2 cos~2mwn!1O~dn

3!, ~4!

wheren51,2, wn5w2un , un are inclination angles of the
nth vortex, anddn representsmallexpansion amplitudes. We
assumem-fold symmetric form of the boundary~4!, in agree-
ment with the symmetry of the external strain~2!. The am-
plitudesdn , and the inclination anglesun are functions of
time. Since the area of each vortex patch is conserved de
the external strain and rotation, we have

pn
25an

22 1
2dn

21O~dn
4!. ~5!

Later, we will need the angular momentum of our system
vortices. The angular momentum of each patch isPn

FIG. 7. NonuniformV-states in bounded space~the associated stream func
tions vanish on circular boundaries shown by dashed lines!. ~a! Initial axi-
symmetric vorticity distribution;~b! m51 diocotron mode, this mode ro
tates due to interaction between the vortex and its image charge~the axis in
this case are rescaled for better exposition!; ~c! m52; ~d! m53. All these
V-states emerge by passage through resonance and synchronization, s
from the same vorticity distribution shown in~a!.
license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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5(vn/2)*r 2 dS, where the integration is over the area of t
patch. Thus,Pn5(vn/8)*0

2pr n
4 dw, which upon substitution

of ~4! and ~5!, yields

Pn5
pvn

4
~an

412an
2dn

2!1O~dn
4!. ~6!

We seek dynamical description of our driven system
O(dn

3). However, even to this order, self-consistent inclus
of nonlinear terms is algebraically complex~see, for ex-
ample, the developments for a single driven vortex patc5!.
Therefore, we proceed from a simplerlinear excitation prob-
lem and include the nonlinearity later by using heuristic
guments. The linearly perturbed stream functions associ
with each of the two vortices are15

cn5H vn

4
~an

22r 2!1
vnandn

2m S r

an
D m

cosmwn , r ,an ,

2
vnan

2

2
lnS r

an
D1

vnandn

2m S an

t D m

cosmwn , r .an .

~7!

Our goal is to describe self-consistent dynamics ofdn(t) and
un(t) as given by the external rotation and flow associa
with the full stream functionC(r ,w)5c1(r ,w)1c2(r ,w)
1cext(r ,w) in the problem. The evolution equations fordn

andun can be obtained by imposing preservation of the fu
tional form~4! of the two perturbed boundaries at all times
the presence of the external strain and rotation. For exam
for the vortex boundary, we require~to lowest orderp1

5a1!:

F1~ t,r 1 ,w![a11d1~ t !cos~mw1!2r 1[0 ~8!

at all times, wherew15w2u1(t), or

]F1 /]t1 ṙ 1]F1 /]r 11ẇ]F1 /]w50. ~9!

Here the flow

ṙ 15
1

r 1

]C1

]w

and

ẇ52V2
1

r 1

]C1

]r 1

on the first vortex boundary is generated by the external
tation and the full stream functionC15C(r 1 ,w). Then, to
O(dn), one obtains

ḋ152
v2

2
d2S a1

a2
D m21

sinmDu2ma1
m21 sinmu1 , ~10!

d1u̇15S V12V1
v2

2 D d12
v2

2m
d2S a1

a2
D m21

cosmDu

2~m/m!a1
m21 cosmu1 , ~11!

whereDu5u12u2 , andV15v1(m21)/2m is the rotation
frequency of m-fold symmetric perturbation of a singl
vortex.15 By defining Zn5dn exp(imun), n51,2, we can re-
write Eqs.~10! and ~11! in a more compact form

Ż15 i @~M112mV!Z11M12Z22B1#, ~12!
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where M115m(V11v2/2), M1252(v2/2)(a1 /a2)m21,
and B15ma1

m21. Similar developments for the second vo
tex yield

Ż25 i @M21Z11~M222mV!Z22B2#, ~13!

where M225m@V21(v1/2)(a1 /a2)2#, M2152(v1/2)
3(a1 /a2)m11, V25v2(m21)/2m, andB25ma2

m21.
Next, we write Eqs.~12! and ~13! in matrix notations

Ẏ5 i @M•Y2Ḃeim*V~ t !dt#, ~14!

whereY5Z exp@im*V(t)dt# and generalize the problem toN
vortices. In this case Eq.~14! holds for Yn5dn exp$i@un

1im*V(t)dt#%, Bn5man
m21, n51,̄ ,N, while

Mkn5H 2~vn/2!~ak /an!m21, n.k,

2~vn/2!~an /ak!
m11, n,k,

and

Mkk5
1

2
mFvk~121/m!1 (

j 51

k21

v j~aj /ak!
21 (

j 5k11

N

v j G .

Finally, we include nonlinearity, by adding a small,O(d3)
term H in ~14!:

Ẏ5 i @M•Y2Beim*V~ t !dt1H#. ~15!

In components, Hl5Gl jnkYjYn* Yk , l 51, . . . ,N, where
Gl jnk are constant coefficients, the summation convention
used for repeated indices in the definition ofHl , and we
assumeGl jnk5Gjlkn* . This symmetry is chosen to represe
conservative resonant interactions of our system of vortic
with all patches having nearly equal inclination anglesun

~see below!.
Our next step is symmetrization of our equations by r

caling ofY. We defineW5Q•Y, where matrixQ is diagonal
andQnn5vnan

2, n51,̄ ,N. Then~15! yields

Q21
•Ẇ5 i @M 8•W1H82Beim*V~ t !dt#, ~16!

where Hl85Gl jnk8 WjWn* Wk , the coefficients Gl jnk8
5(Qj j QnnQkk)

21Gl jnk , and the matrixM 85M•Q21 is
symmetricand real

Mkn8 5Mnk8 52 1
2~anak!

21~an /ak!
m, k.n. ~17!

Due to the symmetries ofM 8 and Gl jnk(Gl jnk5Gjlkn* ), Eq.
~16! yields the conservation law in the absence of the ex
nal strain~B50!:

J5W†
•Q21

•W5( vnan
2dn

25const. ~18!

This result represents conservation of the total angular
mentumP5 1

2(*vnr 2 dSn in the system. In fact, the tota
momentum of our system of interacting vortices in theB
50 case must be conserved to all orders ind.16 But @see~6!#

P5
p

4 S ( vnan
412( vnan

2dn
2D1O~dn

4!, ~19!

and, therefore,~p/2!J represents theexcessof the momentum
@correct toO(d3)# in the vortex pack due to the perturbation
of the circular boundaries of its components. Consequen
Eq. ~18!, obtained by using the assumed symmetry of co
license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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ficientsGjnlk in O(d3) termH in ~15!, justifies our choice of
this symmetry. Note also that, because of the positivenes
v i , Eq.~18! guarantees quasilinear stability of the perturb
singlem vorticity distribution.

Next, we proceed to the analysis of solutions of Eq.~16!.
We seek a solution of formW5A exp(iQ), whereA is as-
sumed to be aslow function of time, whileQ̇5L is one of
the N eigenvalues of matrixM ~sinceM has dimensionality
of frequency, the termeigenfrequencywill be used forL in
the following!. Then Eq.~16! yields

2Q21
•Ȧ1 iD•A1 i H̃5 iBei @m*V~ t !dt2Q#, ~20!

whereH̃ l5Gl jnk8 AjAn* Ak and

D5M 82LQ21. ~21!

By definition,

detD5detQ21 det~M2LI !50. ~22!

Furthermore, because of the symmetry ofM 8, all eigenfre-
quenciesL are real.

Now, we introduce dimensionless parameters!1 de-
scribing the slowness of evolution ofA and view both the
driving and the nonlinear terms in the right-hand side of E
~20! as, formally, ofO(s). This scaling allows to solve Eq
~20! perturbatively. We expand

A5A01A11A21¯ , ~23!

where the terms are ordered in powers ofs. Then, to zero
order,

D•A050, ~24!

yielding, because of~22!, a nontrivial solutionA0 . To first
order,

iD•A15Q21
•Ȧ02 i H̃01 iBei @m*V~ t !dt2Q#, ~25!

whereH̃ l
05Gl jnk8 A0 jA0n* A0k . Next, we express our symme

ric N3N real matrixD in terms of its eigenvaluesen ~all
real! and eigenvectorsen ~real and orthonormalei

T
•ej5d i j !:

D5e1e1e1
T1e2e2e2

T1¯ . ~26!

We also express the zero order solution as

A05a1e11a2e21¯ . ~27!

Since

detD5e1e2e3¯50, ~28!

at least one of the eigenvalues, saye1 , vanishes and we sha
assume that the rest of the eigenvalues are finite for simp
ity. Then, on substituting~27! into ~24!, we havee1a1e1

1e2a2e21¯50, and, therefore,a1Þ0, a25a35¯50.
Consequently,

A05a1e1 . ~29!

Similarly, in first order, we write

A15g1e11g2e21¯ ,

B5b1e11b2e21¯ .

Then, by multiplying~25! by ei
T from the left, we obtain
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05e1
T
•Q21

•e1ȧ11 ib1ei @m*V~ t !dt2Q#2 ig1ua1u2a1

and

i e ig i5ei
T
•Q21

•e1ȧ11 ib ie
i @m*V~ t !dt2Q#2 igi ua1u2a1

for i .1, wheregi5Gl jnkeil e1 je1ne1k . The first equation in
this system describes slow evolution of the zero order am
tudea1 :

ȧ152 ipua1u2a11 ihei @m*V~ t !dt2Q#, ~30!

where p52g1(e1
T
•Q21

•e1)215g1(]e1 /]L)21 and h
5b1(]e1 /]L)21. On substituting the solutiona1 of ~30!
into the remaining equations in the system, we find the fi
order componentsg2 , g3 ,... of theamplitude. Note, that the
nondegeneracy of the zero eigenvalue is important at
stage and guarantees the smallness ofg2 , g3 ,... . Finally, we
go to second order in our perturbation scheme

D•A25C1Q21
•Ȧ1

with C representing all algebraic second-order correctio
including products of zero- and first-order amplitudes. M
tiplication of the last equation bye1

T from the left yields the
slow equation for the last remaining first-order compon
g1 in the problem

e1
T
•@C1Q21

•Ȧ1#50. ~31!

This completes our perturbation analysis. Its main results
~a! the quasilinear evolution equation~30! describing zero
order amplitudea1 of a driven, m-fold symmetric vortex
pack, and~b! the proof of the smallness of all first-orde
correctionsg i to the amplitude, justifying the perturbatio
expansion.

IV. SYNCHRONIZED DYNAMICS OF A VORTEX PACK

Here, we analyze adiabatic passage through reson
mV(t)2L'0 with the nondegenerate eigenfrequencyL,
associated with the zero eigenvaluee1 ~see above! in our
system, as described by the weakly nonlinear equation~30!.
The spectrum of eigenfrequenciesL depends on the choic
of initial axisymmetric vorticity distribution. Consider distri
bution ~3! as an example. We discretize this distribution a
view it as a superposition ofN centered uniform vortices o
radii an5n/N and vorticitiesvn as described in Sec. II. Fig
ure 8 ~solid lines! shows the spectrum ofL ~for N513! in
m53 case versus vorticity distribution parameterk. We see
that the spectrum consists of a closely packed group of
eigenfrequencies and an additional, well separated, si
L5L0 . The averaged separation between the eigenfrequ
cies in the closely packed group in our example decrea
with N ~roughly as 1/N! and, therefore, we associate th
group with the continuum spectrum in the limitN→`. The
separated eigenfrequencyL0 represents the discrete mode
this limit. The eigenspectrum for other values ofm are simi-
lar with one exception form51. In this caseL050 for all k,
i.e., this separated mode is stationary, it simply represen
displaced original axisymmetric vortex.

It is important, at this stage, to discuss the distribution
fluid rotation velocities in the unperturbed vortex. For giv
license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 8. Eigenfrequencies~solid lines!
of discretized (N513) vorticity distri-
bution for m53 case versus distribu-
tion parameterk. The dashed line
shows the frequencyVmin of the fluid
rotation at the boundary of the unpe
turbed axisymmetric vortex~this is the
lowest rotation frequency of the fluid
inside the vortex!. The system has a
single, well separated Kelvin mode
having frequencyV0 below Vmin .
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radius r, the unperturbed fluid rotation frequency isV̄
5r 22*0

r v(r 8)r 8 dr8. Then, inside the vortex (0,r ,1),
vorticity distribution~3! yieldsV̄5 1

2@12(kr 2/2)#. These ro-
tation frequencies are distributed in the interval@Vmin,0.5#,
where the lowest frequencyVmin5

1
2@12(k/2)# corresponds

to the boundary of the vortex (r 51). We showVmin by a
dashed line in Fig. 8. We observe in the figure that all eig
frequenciesL/m in the closely packed part of spectrum a
in the interval@Vmin,0.5# and, therefore, satisfy resonan
conditionL/m5V̄(r res) at some pointr res inside the unper-
turbed vortex. As a consequence, these modes are La
damped in the continuum limit.12 The well separated mod
frequencyV0 , in contrast, is outside this interval, so th
mode comprises anundamped, Kelvin mode@which still may
be subject to other types of instabilities~see the next sec
tion!#. The existence of the Kelvin mode is due to the co
pactness and steep edges of our vortex. Other cases, ch
teristic to vorticity distributions with extended edges a
having only continuum spectra, were studied in Refs. 12
18. We shall limit our discussion below to passage throug
single, well separated, undamped Kelvin mode, use vorti
distribution~3! as a representative example, and postpone
study of passage through a closely packed group of eigen
quencies to future work.

The well separated mode in our problem has a uni
spatial structure and we discuss this structure next. O
finds, that all the components of the zero eigenvectore1 char-
acterizing the mode have the same sign. By returning to
original dependent variableZ @in components Zn

5dn exp(imun)#, we haveZ5Q21
•W exp@2im*V(t)dt# or,

on using~29!,
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Z'a1Q21
•e1 expF iQ2 imE V~ t !dtG . ~32!

Then, by introducing the absolute value and imaginary ph
of a1 , i.e., writing a15a exp(if), we find dn'adn , where
dn5(vnan

2)21e1n , while all inclinationsun are the same
mun5Q2m*V(t)dt1f[2F. Furthermore, since all the
componentse1n of e1 have the same sign, alldn are also
single signed. In other words, all vortex patches compris
the discrete mode arepositioned similarlyin space at all
times @as shown in Figs. 1~b!–1~d!#, illustrating that the as-
sociated deformation is analogous to a rigidly rotati
Kelvin mode.

Now, we proceed to studying the evolution of the amp
tude a1 characterizing the discrete mode. We separate
real and imaginary parts in Eq.~30!, yielding

ȧ52h sinF, ~33!

Ḟ5mV~ t !2L01pa22ha21 cosF, ~34!

where the phase mismatchF5m*V(t)dt2Q2f was de-
fined above. Next, we assume linear sweeping of the exte
rotation frequencyV(t)5V02at, a.0 ~V05L0 /m is the
linear resonant frequency used in our simulations in Sec.!,
and rewrite Eqs.~33! and ~34! in the form

dD

dt
52h0 sinF, ~35!

dF

dt
52t1D22h0D21 cosF, ~36!
license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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where, the rescaled dimensionless time, amplitude and s
rate are t5(ma)1/2t, D5p1/2(ma)21/4a, and h0

5p1/2(ma)23/4h, respectively. Remarkably, we have r
duced the problem to a single parameter (h0) system of evo-
lution equations~35! and~36!. Furthermore, we observe tha
the form of these equations is the same as those descr
synchronization of asingledriven vortex patch,5,17 so we can
apply all the conclusions of that theory to our multiconto
system. For example, at certain conditions, the discrete m
starting fromD50 at large negativet, will adjust its internal
state to remain phase locked with the external rotation
large positivet, i.e., beyond the linear resonance and des
variation of the external rotation frequency. In other wor
we asymptotically approach the solutionD't1/2 at positive
t. This means excitation of a growing amplitude,m-fold
symmetric state~which later extends beyond the weakly no
linear stage, until filaments develop in the vortex patch w
largestan! as illustrated in examples in Sec. II. The conditi
for entering this phase locked solution is translated int
condition on the single parameterh0 in the problem. One
finds that there exists a critical valueh0th such that the per-
sisting phase locking in the system occurs forh0.h0th only.
By returning to our original parameters, we then obtain
threshold condition

h.h th5h0th~ma!3/4p21/2. ~37!

The theory yielding an estimate forh0th is simple,17 and we
present it below for completeness.

Let us assume a continuing phase lockingF'0 in the
system as it passes the linear resonance point and, co
quently, replace cosF in Eq. ~36! by unity. Then, let us dif-
ferentiate the resulting equation in time and substitute
~35! for dD/dt, yielding

d2F/dt25212h0SsinF, ~38!

whereS52D1h0 /D2. Equation~38! describes a quasipar
ticle in tilted cosine quasipotential:

Veff~F!5F2h0ScosF, ~39!

where parameterS is a function of time via varyingD. The
potential Veff(F) possesses minima only ifh0S.1. Other-
wise, Veff(F) increases monotonically. The existence of t
potential minima is necessary for having trapped solutio
i.e., phase locking in our real problem, whereF describes
the phase mismatch between the external rotation and
quasi-Kelvin mode. On the other hand,S has a minimum
Sm53h0

1/3 at Dm5h0
1/3. Substitution ofSm into h0S.1

yields the threshold conditionh0.h0th5323/450.439. By
solving Eqs. ~35! and ~36! numerically, starting at large
negativet, one finds a slightly lower valueh0th50.411,
which we shall use in Eq.~37! in the following.

At this point we recall that the nonlinearity was added
our theory via heuristic arguments. The value of the non
earity parameterp in our multicontour pack case is still un
known. Nonetheless, since the threshold for capture
resonance is sensitive to parameters and form the nonlin
ity, it can be used for both testing our choice of the form
nonlinearity and estimatingp from simulations. This worked
as follows. We calculated the threshold valueh th in a given
Downloaded 08 Sep 2005 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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case~for somek, anda! by using CD simulations. Then Eq
~37!, yieldedp for this case. For instance, ink50.6 case, for
all a ~the scaling witha can be seen in the example in Fi
5!, we found p51.45, and 4.75 form52, and 3, respec-
tively. Finally, we used these values ofp in several examples
in comparing the whole evolution of the emerging coher
nonuniform V-states, as predicted by the reduced pair
phase-amplitude equations~35! and ~36!, with CD simula-
tion results. We found excellent agreements between the
calculations in all cases considered~compare circles and ful
lines in Figs. 2 and 6!.

V. STABILITY OF MULTICONTOUR STATES

In this section, we discuss the problem of stability
nonuniform V-states. Numerical simulations showed th
free ~unstrained! m52 states, excited by passage throu
resonance and synchronization were stable. In contrasm
53 states developed instability~the difference between th
two cases can be seen by comparing Figs. 2 and 4!. The
snapshots of the actual vortex developing the instability@for
case~b! in Fig. 4# are shown in Fig. 9. The snapshots a
taken att57.00, 8.34, 9.18, and 9.40 and illustrate how t
instability destroysm53 azimuthal symmetry, i.e., leads t
appearance of otherm components in the solution. Freem
54 multicontourV-states excited by passage through re
nance@see Fig. 1~d!# were also unstable and decayed sim
larly to them53 case. Since the treatment of both cases
similar, we shall limit our discussion in this section to th
decay ofm53 V-state only. In order to understand this in
stability we further analyzed our simulation results and p
sented this analysis in Figs. 10 and 11. Again, we conside
a multicontour V-state excited by passage throughm53
resonance@case~c! in Fig. 4#. We focussed on the free vorte
stage in Fig. 4, i.e.,t.t151, and expanded the numerical
found radiusr 5(w,t) of the outer (n55) contour in Fourier
series

FIG. 9. The snapshots of unstable,m53 vortex@case~b! in Fig. 4# at times
t57.00, 8.34, 9.18, and 9.40. The azimuthal symmetry of the vortex
destroyed as the result of the instability.
license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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r 5~w,t !5(
2`

`

Am~ t !exp~ imw!.

The evolutions of the absolute valuesuAmu of the amplitudes
of m51, 2, 3, and 4 components in this series are shown
Fig. 10. One can see that initially, the free vortex has mo
the expectedm53 component, otherm components appea
as a numerical noise. However, at later times,m51, 2, and 4
components grow exponentially. Also, all growth rates
these unstable modes are the same, until saturation s
where the instability starts affecting the mainm53 compo-
nent.

In order to obtain further information, we performe
time-Fourier analysis of each of them components in the
series and calculated

FIG. 10. The evolution of azimuthalm51, 2, 3, and 4 components in th
multicontourV-state excited by passage throughm53 resonance.m51, 2,
and 4 modes at early times grow exponentially from noise via reso
three-wave interactions driven bym53 mode.

FIG. 11. The frequency spectrum of the multicontourV-state excited by
passage throughm53 resonance. Peak frequenciesLm8 of m51, 2, 3, and 4
components satisfy three-wave resonant conditionsL385L181L28 and L38
5L482L18 .
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am~L!5E
t1

t2
Am~ t !exp~2 iLt !dt,

t2511 being the end time point in Fig. 10. The resultin
spectrauamu are presented in Fig. 11. We see sharp peak
the spectra and find that the frequenciesLm8 of these peaks
and, to great accuracy, satisfy the following three-wa
resonantD1238 5L382L182L2850 and D1348 5L482L382L18
50 ~uD1238 u/L18 and uD1238 u/L18 are less than 1024!. We also
notice the characteristic Lorentzian form of these peaks.
these results clarify the situation. One expects this type
spectra if each of the unstableAm components has the form

Am~ t !5Am0 exp@~ iLm8 1l!t#, m51,2,4, ~40!

wherel is real, positive and the same for allm. Then

uam~L!u'uAm~t2!u@~L2Lm8 !21l2#21/2. ~41!

Similar, Lorentzian shapes for all exponentially growin
modes can be seen in Fig. 11. The main (m53) mode,
which is only weakly damped in the initial stage of instab
ity, has a much sharper peak in Fig. 11. The reason for
instability in our piecewise-constant vorticity evolution pro
lem can be attributed to resonant three-wave interacti
driven by a large, nearly constant amplitudem53 mode.
The process is analogous to the beat-wave resonance d
instability discussed in the past in application to continuo
vorticity distributions.19,20 Indeed, we find that the frequen
cies Lm8 are slightly shifted eigenfrequencies in thelinear
spectrum of the corresponding modes~see Sec. IV!. Further-
more,L2,3,48 are near eigenfrequenciesLm0 of linear Kelvin
modes of correspondingm, while L18 is near the lowest
eigenfrequencyL1 min in the closely packed part of the spe
trum for m51 ~recall that the Kelvin mode frequency inm
51 case vanishes!. These linear modes, in our case, satis
approximate three-wave resonance conditionsD1235L30

2L1 min2L2050.07L1 min and D1345L402L1 min2L30

50.035L1 min. Therefore, second-order interactions betwe
the Kelvin modes in two triads of waves~m51,2,3, and
1,3,4! introduce beat-frequency drive resonating with them
51 mode ~in the closely packed group of the spectrum!.
These resonant interactions do not affect nonlinear freque
shifts of the interacting modes, but may lead to instabiliti
as seen in Figs. 4 and 9. Let us discuss this phenomeno
more detail.

In the preceding sections we focused on the main, sin
m mode, and neglected resonant interactions between m
having differentm. Formally, one can include these effects
the problem by adding the usual three-wave resonant c
pling terms in Eq.~30! for each mode. For example, resona
triadsm51,2,3, and 1,3,4 are described by

ȧ15 f 1a3a2* eiD123t1g1a3* a4eiD134t, ~42!

ȧ25 f 2a3a1* eiD123t, ~43!

ȧ45g2* a3a1e2 iD134t, ~44!

ȧ352 ipua3u2a3 , ~45!

wheream denote complex amplitudes in Eq.~30! for corre-
spondingm, the external strain is turned off,f 1,2 andg1,2 are

nt
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constant mode coupling coefficients, andD123, D134 are lin-
ear frequency detunings, as defined above. In writing E
~42!–~45!, we neglected nonlinear frequency shifts for sm
amplitude modesm51,2,4 ~these modes grow from noise!,
kept the third-order nonlinear term in the equation for t
main modem53 only, but neglected, to lowest order, th
effect of other modes on the main mode.

Now, we analyze solutions of Eqs.~42!–~45!. First, we
observe that Eq.~45! yields constant amplitude solutiona3

5a30exp(in3t), wheren352pua30u2 represents the nonlin
ear frequency shift. Next, we seek solutions for the rema
ing amplitudes in the form@see Eq.~40!# am5am0eGmt for
m51, 2, and 4, wheream0 and Gm are constants. We als
assume thatl5ReGm is common to all these modes, b
nm5Im Gm are generally different. Substitution of these s
lutions into our system yields

G1a105 f 1a30a20* eiD1238 t1g1a30* a40e
iD1348 t, ~46!

G2a205 f 2a30a10* eiD1238 t, ~47!

G4a405g2* a30a10e
2 iD1348 t, ~48!

where D1238 5D1231n32n12n2 and D1348 5D1342n32n1

1n4 . Then, the assumed constancy ofam0 yields

D1238 5D1348 50, ~49!

i.e., G25G1* 1 ig2 , G45G11 ig4 , where g25D123

2pua30u2 and g452D1342pua30u2. Then, the use of Eqs
~47!, ~48! in ~46! leads to the equation forG1 :

G15S f 1f 2*

G12 ig2
1

g1g2*

G11 ig4
D ua30u2. ~50!

Note that real frequencies of theinteracting~m51, 2, 3, and
4! modes areLmi8 5Lm01nm and, therefore, Eqs.~49! ex-
press exact resonance conditionsL382L182L2850 and L48
2L182L3850, as was seen in our simulations.

The simplest situation described by Eq.~50! corresponds
to largeG1 , when one can neglectg2,4 in this equation. Then

G156~ f 1f 2* 1g1g2* !1/2ua30u[6G10, ~51!

i.e., unstable, exponentially growing solution is obtained
Arg( f 1f 2* 1g1g2* )Þp. In this case, the growth rate,l
5uReG1u, of all unstable modes is the same~as found in our
simulations! and scales asl;ua30u. In contrast, asua30u
→0, Eq. ~50! becomes

G15S f 1f 2*

G12 iD123
1

g1g2*

G12 iD134
D ua30u2, ~52!

yielding three approximate solutions:G1
(1)' i ( f 1f 2* /D123

1g1g2* /D134)ua30u2, G1
(2)' iD1232 i ( f 1f 2* /D123)ua30u2, and

G1
(2)' iD1342 i (g1g2* /D134)ua30u2. Thus, the growth rate

scales asl;ua30u2 for small ua30u. We have tested thes
predictions numerically. Figure 12 shows the rescaled gro
rate, l̄5lt r @t r being the period of rotation of the main ex
cited (m53) mode# as found in simulations versus amp
tude ua30u. The circles in the figure are the results from o
simulations, while the two dashed lines represent limitingl
;ua30u andl;ua30u2 scalings.
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It is interesting to compare our results to those
experiments,20 studying decay of nonaxisymmetric states
differentm in non-neutral plasmas. The decay was explain
in terms of the beat-wave resonance,19 the growth rate scaled
asl;uam0u2, but, typically,l was smaller than in Fig. 12 a
comparableam0 . The experimental conditions in Ref. 2
differed in several aspects from those assumed in our the
For example, the plasma density distribution~the analog of
vorticity distribution in fluid applications! was different and
the experiments were done with a grounded wall~the m51
Kelvin mode in Ref. 20 was due to induced image charge!.
Nevertheless, the decrease in the observed growth rates
be also explained by the presence of a substantial dampin
the experiments. One can model such additional dampin
our theory. Indeed, if one adds the linear damping te
2xȧ1 ~x.0 being the damping rate! in the RHS of Eq.~42!,
then Eq.~51! is replaced by

G1~G11x!5~ f 1f 2* 1g1g2* !ua30u2[G10
2 , ~53!

yielding G152x/26@(x/2)21G10
2 #1/2. Therefore, whenx is

sufficiently large (uG10u/x!1), one of the solutions

G1'x21G10
2 5x21~ f 1f 2* 1g1g2* !ua30u2 ~54!

yields instability if Re(f1f2*1g1g2* ).0. In this casel is
smaller by factorG10/x21, as compared with no dampin
case, and the growth rate scales asl;ua30u2.

The aforementioned analysis of three-wave resonant
cay ofm53 multicontourV-states also suggests an approa
to stabilization of this instability. The idea is to subject th
unstable vortex structure to additional external strain, co
lated with one of the unstable modes involved in the thr
wave decay process. The goal is to create artificial damp
of this parasitic mode and, thus, slow down or pr

FIG. 12. The numerical~circles!, rescaled growth rate,l̄5lt r ~t r being
vortex rotation frequency! of m51, 2, and 4 modes, emerging in the dec
of nonuniformm53 V-state versus amplitudeua30u of this state. The pa-
rameters are as in Fig. 4. The dashed lines represent limitingl̄;ua30u and
l̄;ua30u2 scalings.
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vent exponential growth. A similar approach was used
either damp or excite diocotron modes in a number of
periments with pure electron plasmas.21,22 We shall refer to
the method as thenegative feedback stabilizationin the fol-
lowing. It works as follows. Suppose, one can measure
growing parasiticm52 component of the flow in the vorte
created by passage through resonance with them53 mode
~in the pure electron plasma one simply measures the ap
priate component of the electric potential on an exter
pickup electrode!. Then, if one applies an additionalm52
external strain when resonantly driving the mainm53
mode, and~a! the additional strain amplitude is proportion
to that of the measuredm52 signal and~b! its phase is
properly shifted with respect to that of the measured sig
one introduces effectiveexponentialdamping in the system
If this dissipation is sufficiently strong, the three-wave dec
can be efficiently prevented. We have performed CD sim
lations illustrating this idea and present the results of th
calculations in Fig. 13. This figure is equivalent to Fig.
where we have seen the instability of the free vortex,
now we apply the negative feedback. The choice of our fe
back strain was as in Eq.~2! used to drive the main (m
53) mode, but now we usedm52 and e(t)
52uA2usin@arg(A2)#, where A2(t) was the time dependen
component in the seriesr 5(w,t)5(2`

` Am(t)exp(imw) for
the outer contour in the vortex pack. We found~see Fig. 13!
that the resultingm53 multicontour state was stable, as lon
as the negative feedback was present in the calculations

The implementation of the negative feedback stabili
tion described above seems to be difficult in fluid expe
ments. Nevertheless, the negative feedback in analog
non-neutral plasma experiments is a rather simple electr
routine, requiring detection of the electric potential induc

FIG. 13. Stabilization of nonuniformm53 V-state by negative feedbac
method with damping of them52 mode~compare to unstable case show
in Fig. 4!. The figure shows evolution of deformation amplitudes ofn55
andn53 contours of stabilizedm53 V-state. Remaining contours evolv
similarly. Curves~a! continuing linear sweep of the external rotation fr
quency;~b! the straining flow and variation of external rotation frequen
are switched off beyondt53.3; ~c! the strain and variation of externa
rotation are switched off beyondt50.5. Them53 multicontourV-states
remain stable, as long as the negative feedback drive is present.
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by the desired mode on an external electrode, appropr
phase shifting and amplification of the detected signal and
application back to the plasma. This completes our disc
sion of stability of nonuniformV-states excited via synchro
nization approach.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

~i! We have studied excitation and control of nonun
form 2D V-states in free and bounded space by subjec
initially axisymmetric vorticity distribution with a sharp edg
to a weak external strain and rotation with slowly varyin
rotation frequency. The desired nonuniformV-states
emerged as the result of passage through resonance wit
isolated eigenmode of the original vorticity distribution.

~ii ! We developed our theory for a piecewise consta
initially axisymmetric vorticity distribution representing ra
dially discretized continuous distribution with a sharp edg
This discretization corresponded to a superposition of a n
ber of uniform vortex patches. We investigated driven d
namics of this vortex pack both numerically~via multicon-
tour dynamics simulations! and theoretically within a weakly
nonlinear reduced formalism. The formalism yielded a p
of phase-amplitude equations describing the driven sys
and having the form similar to that studied previously f
driven uniformV-states, easing the understanding of the n
uniform case.

~iii ! It was shown that the driven multicontour syste
enters a stage, where it is phase locked with slowly vary
external rotation, provided the external strain rate is abov
threshold, which scales asa3/4, wherea is the sweep rate o
the external rotation frequency. The sensitivity of the thre
old to changes in parameters allowed to evaluate nonlin
frequency shift parameter in our problem, by compari
simulation results for the threshold with the theoretical sc
ing.

~iv! Above the threshold, the phase locking in the sy
tem meant a complete control of theV-state by shaping the
time dependence of the external rotation appropriately. Th
the resulting vortex could be viewed as a quasiparticle h
ing complex, but robust internal structure, which can be c
veniently manipulated by external perturbations.

~v! A similar approach based on passage through re
nance and synchronization was used for excitation and c
trol of more complex nonuniform vortex structures
bounded space regions. We have presented numerica
amples of such nontrivial solutions emerging by pass
through azimuthalm51, 2, and 3 resonances.

~vi! Finally, we analyzed stability of nonuniform
V-states excited by synchronization approach after the ex
nal strain and rotation were switched off. Them52 state
was stable, whilem53 and 4 states developed instability
later times. We have analyzed this effect and have shown
the instability is due to the resonant three-wave decay p
cess involving otherm modes excited from noise. We als
suggested using the negative feedback approach to stab
the instability and demonstrated this approach in simulatio
license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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